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ABSTRACT OF THESIS 
 
 
DEVELOPMENT OF A HYBRID-ELECTRIC AIRCRAFT  
PROPULSION SYSTEM BASED ON SILICON CARBIDE  
TRIPLE ACTIVE BRIDGE MULTIPORT POWER CONVERTER 
 
 
Constrained by the low energy density of Lithium-ion batteries with all-electric 
aircraft propulsion, hybrid-electric aircraft propulsion drive becomes one of the most 
promising technologies in aviation electrification, especially for wide-body airplanes. In 
this thesis, a three-port triple active bridge (TAB) DC-DC converter is developed to 
manage the power flow between the turbo generator, battery, and the propulsion motor. 
The TAB converter is modeled based on the emerging Silicon Carbide (SiC) Metal-Oxide-
Semiconductor Field Effect Transistor (MOSFET) modules operating at high switching 
frequency, so the size of the magnetic transformer can be significantly reduced. Different 
operation modes of this hybrid-electric propulsion drive based on the SiC TAB converter 
are modeled and simulated to replicate the takeoff mode, cruising mode, and regenerative 
charging mode of a typical flight profile. Additionally, soft switching is investigated for 
the TAB converter to further improve the efficiency and power density of the converter, 
and zero voltage switching is achieved at heavy load operating conditions. The results show 
that the proposed TAB converter is capable of achieving high efficiency during all stages 
of the flight profile. 
 
KEYWORDS: Hybrid-electric aircraft, multiport converter, high efficiency, triple active 
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Research Motivation 
In recent years, a global effort has been directed towards reducing emissions in all 
sectors to combat climate change. The general scientific consensus is that global warming 
must be limited to 1.5 °C above pre-industrial levels to prevent catastrophic consequences 
[1]. To limit global warming to 1.5 °C, drastic reductions in greenhouse gas emissions must 
be made as soon as possible [2]. As such, there has been an increasing amount of interest 
in renewable energy and electrified transportation technology.  
Emissions from traditional aircraft are made up of several compounds, with carbon 
dioxide (CO2) and nitrogen oxides (NOx) being the primary climate-forcing pollutants [3]. 
In 2018, aviation was responsible for one gigaton of CO2 emissions, accounting for roughly 
2.5% of global CO2 emissions [4, 5]. However, since aircraft release pollutants in sensitive 
areas of the atmosphere, their emissions have a disproportionate impact on the climate. 
When considering other factors such as contrails, NOx emissions, and other atmospheric 
interactions, it is estimated that aviation accounts for 3.5% of global warming [6]. Of these 
emissions, roughly 81% are due to passenger aircraft [7]. The full breakdown of aviation-
related CO2 emissions is shown in Figure 1.1. 
Without new technologies, emissions from aviation are bound to increase 
significantly as global demand for air transport is expected to triple from 2020 to 2050 
according to pre-COVID-19 estimates [6]. To facilitate development in this area, 
technology roadmaps such as the European Union’s (EU) Flightpath 2050 and the 
International Air Transport Association’s (IATA) Aircraft Technology Roadmap to 2050 

















Figure 1.1: Breakdown of aviation-related emissions [7]. 
Flightpath 2050 sets goals to decrease CO2 emissions by 75% and NOx emissions by 90% 
[8]. While near-term advancements such as alternative fuels and improved engine design 
offer significant emissions reductions, their potential eventually plateaus. For example, 
according to the IATA, when compared to a baseline aircraft in 2015 evolutionary engine 
improvements can reduce fuel burn by up to 25% [9]. On the other hand, all-electric aircraft 
(AEA) can achieve zero emissions with much higher energy efficiency, but AEA is only 
feasible for small airplanes (e.g., up to 20-seat urban region airplanes) due to the much 
lower energy density of present batteries compared to that of jet fuel. For large aircraft such 
as twin-engine wide-body systems, hybrid-electric propulsion has the potential to reduce 
fuel burn by 40-60% [9, 10]. Additionally, there is a tradeoff between CO2 and NOx 
reduction in traditional aircraft engine design - decreasing one increases the other [11]. To 
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decrease CO2 emissions in an aircraft engine, engine pressure and temperature must be 
increased. This process also results in increased production of NOx. By electrifying 
propulsion systems and using battery storage to supplement power, both CO2 and NOx 
emissions can be reduced without tradeoff, since overall fuel burn is reduced by means of 
electrification rather than engine modifications. 
Electrified aircraft also have the potential to improve overall system efficiency 
when compared to traditional aircraft. It is estimated that hybrid-electric aircraft can 
improve cruise efficiency by as much as 12% compared to a traditional internal combustion 
engine [12]. All-electric propulsion systems offer even more drastic improvements with an 
overall system efficiency of 75–83%, compared to the 20–36% of a traditional aircraft 
system [13]. In addition to the benefits of  hybrid-electric and all-electric propulsion,  more 
electric aircraft (MEA) have shown that auxiliary systems can achieve higher energy 
efficiency, higher reliability, and lower operational cost through electrification [14]. The 
Boeing 787 for example harbors a total of 1.45 MW of onboard power for systems such as 
electric air conditioning, electric driven hydraulic pumps, electric brakes, etc. [15]. By 
electrifying secondary systems that would not conventionally use electric power, the 787 
achieves a 20% reduction in fuel burn and CO2 and a 60% smaller acoustic noise footprint 
compared to the Boeing 767.  
Acoustic noise is another problem that aircraft manufacturers must address in future 
designs. Long-term exposure to airport noise has been found to increase the risk of 
cardiovascular disease in adults, affect academic performance in children, and disrupt sleep 
in communities located nearby [16]. While the number of people affected by airport noise 
has been reduced significantly since the 1970s, as of 2012 more than 300,000 people in the 
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United States were still exposed to significant noise levels [17]. Flightpath 2050 calls for 
acoustic noise emissions in aircraft to be reduced by 65% between 2011 and 2050. While 
many measures can be taken to reduce aircraft noise, it is estimated that electric propulsion 
could reduce aircraft noise by up to 85% [18]. 
Overall, hybrid-electric aircraft (HEA) have proven to be a very promising 
approach to significantly reduce gas emissions, acoustic noise, operation cost, and improve 
system efficiency compared to conventional engine-based aircraft propulsion systems. The 
low energy density of present Lithium-ion batteries – about 50 times lower than liquid fuel 
– significantly constrains the payload capacity and flight range of electric aircraft, which 
is why battery-powered AEA are only suitable for interstate small airplanes such as flying 
taxis or flying cars [19]. In comparison, it is estimated that increases in battery specific 
energy density by 2040 would allow for HEA to meet up to 75% of regional transportation 
demand [20]. Figure 1.2 shows estimated payload vs. flight range and power rating for a 
variety of electric propulsion technologies – we can see that AEA are limited to small 
commuter aircraft due to the low energy density of batteries, while HEA are able to cover 
a wide range of payloads and flight range. For these reasons, HEA will be key to lowering 
emissions over the next few decades, and research into enabling technologies such as high 
efficiency lightweight power electronic converters for managing the power flow in hybrid-
electric aircraft is a crucial first step. 
1.2 Electrified Aircraft and Aircraft Propulsion 
Recent developments in high-efficiency power electronics, electric machines, 
batteries, and other aviation technologies have allowed for an increasing degree of 
































Figure 1.2: Evolution of aircraft electrical systems [21]. 
 
than pneumatically or hydraulically and offer significant benefits in terms of fuel burn and 
acoustic noise reduction. In HEA, battery energy storage is used in combination with jet 
fuel engines to power the propulsion systems, providing further reduction in fuel burn and 
emissions. Turboelectric aircraft use the internal combustion engine to drive a generator, 
powering propulsion through more efficient electric motors. Finally, AEA propulsion is 
powered entirely by battery energy, with the potential to completely eliminate emissions 
on short-range, low-payload flights. In this section, each of these categories are discussed, 
along with industry demonstrations for each concept where available. 
1.2.1 More Electric Aircraft 
More Electric Aircraft can be defined as aircraft that have a larger percentage of 
secondary systems powered electrically than traditional aircraft. In traditional aircraft, 
many systems are powered through hydraulics or pneumatics. In MEA, auxiliary systems 
are powered electrically using engine-driven generators and onboard power electronics. 
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The power electronics in MEA perform the appropriate energy conversion and power 
management from the generators, then distribute that power to separate AC/DC busses. 
Several voltage levels must be regulated by the onboard power electronics to meet the 
needs of the various auxiliary loads. A typical architecture for the electrical system in a 
MEA is shown in Figure 1.3. 
Existing MEA in industry have shown that electrification of aircraft systems can 
reduce fuel burn, operation cost, and acoustic noise compared to conventional aircraft [7, 
22]. Several MEA are operational today, including the Boeing 787, Lockheed Martin F-
35, and Airbus A380.  
1.2.2 All-Electric Aircraft 
The propulsion system in an AEA is powered entirely by electricity and does not 
require jet fuel. Energy is stored in a battery pack, which is used to drive the propulsion 
motors of the aircraft. A diagram of an all-electric propulsion system is shown in Figure 
1.4. While all-electric aircraft are best suited to eliminate emissions and decrease acoustic 
noise in aviation, the payload of such aircraft is significantly constrained by the energy 
density of battery technology. Currently, state of the art Lithium-Ion batteries have a 
specific energy density of about 250 Wh/kg, while the energy density of jet fuel is 12,000 
Wh/kg – nearly 50 times greater [23, 24]. Even emerging battery chemistries such as 
Lithium Sulfur only offer an improvement of about two times that of Lithium-Ion at 450 
Wh/kg [25]. The effect of the lower energy density is offset slightly by the gains in overall 
system efficiency when compared to traditional aircraft. The efficiency of the drive system 
of an AEA is about 80%, while overall efficiency for a gas turbine is roughly 40% [26]. 
However, battery storage is still far from being a replacement for jet fuel in terms 




























Figure 1.3: HVDC system of a More Electric Aircraft [27]. 
 
for larger or longer-range aircraft it will be necessary to develop hybrid-electric propulsion 
systems that can draw power from both battery storage and jet fuel. 
Several industry R&D demonstrations from companies like EHang, MagniX, Joby 
Aviation, etc. have been performed showing the efficacy of all-electric propulsion systems. 
In addition to demonstrations, business partnerships with aviation companies are 
accelerating the development of electric vertical takeoff and landing (eVTOL) air-taxis to 
deploy in congested urban areas. Uber and Joby Aviation plan to deploy their Uber Elevate 
program as early as 2023, which could make all-electric air travel a reality in the near future 
[28]. 
1.2.3 Parallel-Hybrid Aircraft 
Hybrid-electric aircraft are the most promising concept for wide-body passenger 
aircraft and have the potential to significantly reduce emissions and acoustic noise of 














Figure 1.4: Electrical diagram of an all-electric aircraft propulsion system. 
 
depending on the power distribution architectures: parallel-hybrid and series-hybrid. 
Series-hybrid architectures will be discussed separately in Section 1.2.4.  
A typical powertrain for a parallel-hybrid aircraft is shown in Figure 1.5. In a 
parallel-hybrid, battery and fuel power are transferred to a shared mechanical output. 
Battery power is used to drive an electric motor, which is mechanically connected to the 
shaft of a fuel-powered turbofan, powering the propulsion fan in tandem. The parallel-
hybrid architecture often requires fewer propulsion devices when compared to the 
distributed propulsion schemes that are common with all-electric and series-hybrid 
architectures. One challenge of the parallel-hybrid propulsion is that the speed of the 
propeller is not always the optimal speed of the engine. A continuously variable 














Figure 1.5: Electrical diagram of a parallel-hybrid propulsion system. 
 
rotational speed of the engine and the propeller, which could reduce range and efficiency 
due to the additional weight [29].  
The parallel-hybrid is generally regarded as a near-term option for electrified 
propulsion and has seen successful flight demonstrations, including one from Ampaire Inc. 
with 160 kW of onboard power [30].  
1.2.4 Series-Hybrid Aircraft 
The series-hybrid approach uses a fuel powered turboshaft to drive a generator, 
which supplies an electric bus with power. Also connected to the electric bus is a battery 
energy storage system. The propulsion motors can draw power from both the engine-driven 
generator and the battery storage system – interfacing the two sources to a common output 
requires an efficient and compact power converter. An illustration of the series-hybrid 
powertrain is given in Figure 1.6. 
The current state of series-hybrid aircraft is largely conceptual, and future 













Figure 1.6: Electrical diagram of a series-hybrid propulsion system. 
 
integration of renewable energy sources such as solar panels [31]. That said, small-scale 
series-hybrid demonstrations have been performed, such as the DA36 E-Star developed by 
Siemens AG, Diamond Aircraft and EADS. Siemens estimates that in the future, this 
concept could reduce fuel burn and emissions by up to 25% [32]. 
1.2.5 Turboelectric Aircraft 
Turboelectric aircraft are similar in concept to the series-hybrid, but rather than 
supplementing the electric bus with battery power, the propulsion fans connected to electric 
machines which are exclusively powered by a generator driven by an internal combustion 
engine. The layout of the turboelectric drivetrain can be seen in Figure 1.7. Like the series-
hybrid, turboelectric aircraft may also require a compact and efficient power converter for 
distribution if the concept is designed to utilize multiple generators.  Along with the 










Figure 1.7: Electrical diagram of a turboelectric propulsion system. 
 
propulsion. NASA has developed several wide-body turboelectric concepts and estimates 
fuel burn reduction at 7-12% using conventional jet fuel, although in combination with 
future technologies estimates reach up to 70% [33, 34].  
1.2.6 Industry R&D Demonstrations 
Several industry demonstrations have been performed to gain an understanding of 
real-world benefits and challenges of electrified propulsion. Current flight demonstrations 
largely consist of small all-electric aircraft. Since hybrid topologies are generally 
considered for larger, higher power passenger aircraft, the timeline for R&D is longer and 
most current demonstrations are limited to testbeds or scaled down systems on small 
aircraft. This section summarizes several industry demonstrations of electrified propulsion 
and examples of specifications and intended markets, when available. 
Several companies are currently focused on developing electric aircraft for short-
range, limited payload flights. Most emerging development is focused on small eVTOL 
aircraft. For example, EHang is developing an autonomous aerial vehicle aimed to 
transport passengers in highly congested cities. EHang estimates the range of their aircraft 
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at 35 km at its maximum payload of 220 kg, and completed autonomous trial flights in 
Japan in 2021 [35, 36].  
Joby Aviation is another company focused on the development of air taxis and has 
partnered with Uber to carry out the aircraft design for Uber Elevate.  Joby recently 
performed a flight demonstration as part of a press release video and estimates a range of 
240 km on one charge, with capacity for four passengers [37]. According to the patents 
filed, each of the 6 motors on Joby’s eVTOL will be rated to at least 130 kW, but normal 
operation is expected to be closer to 50 kW per motor [38].  
Another significant developer in the eVTOL space is BETA Technologies, who 
plans to offer both cargo and passenger versions of their ALIA-250c aircraft. The ALIA-
250c is expected to have a range of 250 miles,  has been successfully flight tested, and has 
orders from both UPS and the United States Air Force [39, 40].  
One electric aircraft company that is not focusing on eVTOL technology is magniX. 
MagniX develops electric propulsion units for aircraft, and currently offers propulsion 
units with motors rated at 350 kW and 640 kW [41]. They have performed flight 
demonstrations with electric propulsion retrofits of traditional aircraft. Their retrofitted 
Cessna 208B was the world’s largest all-electric airplane at the time of its flight 
demonstration and was equipped with a 250 kW motor, with a maximum range of 100 
miles [42].  
While hybrid-electric aircraft have fewer full flight demonstrations, several 
important developments have been made in recent years by NASA, GE, Rolls-Royce, etc. 
In 2017, Airbus and Rolls-Royce launched the E-Fan X demonstrator concept. The 
demonstrator was to be outfitted with a series-hybrid propulsion system consisting of a 
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generator, one of four jet engines replaced with a 2 MW electric motor, and a 3 kV DC 
power distribution system [43]. The project was cancelled in April 2020, but Airbus and 
Rolls-Royce claim that they have a more focused vision of their hybrid-electric flight 
projects going forward. 
 In 2019, NASA and GE announced a partnership to develop a 1 MW Silicon 
Carbide (SiC) power inverter for commercial aircraft, and plan to move towards building 
and testing altitude-ready power inverters after testing on the ground [44].  
In 2021, Honeywell and Rolls-Royce both unveiled high-power generators meant 
for hybrid-electric propulsion systems. Honeywell’s 1 MW generator is capable of running 
on biofuel and can provide power for multiple electric motors depending on the needs of 
the aircraft [45]. Meanwhile, Rolls-Royce has begun testing of a 2.5 MW generator on a 
newly renovated testbed, bringing together the generator and a 3 kV power electronics 
system to test full system functionality [46, 47].  
While most hybrid-electric aircraft development remains in the early stages, there 
have been successful flight demonstrations of hybrid-electric propulsion technology. In 
November 2020, Ampaire held a 20-minute demonstration flight of the Electric EEL – a 
Cessna 337 retrofitted with a parallel-hybrid propulsion system. The Electric EEL can hold 
3 passengers or 450 lbs. of cargo, with over 200 miles of range [48]. The propulsion system 
combines a 300 hp engine with a 160 kW electric propulsion unit to achieve a 50% 
reduction in fuel burn and emissions [49]. Ampaire is also developing aircraft for regional 
flights and larger concepts with NASA and ARPA-E. 
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A summary of the aircraft and demonstrators discussed in this section is shown in 
Table 1.1. Because information is largely only available through press releases, the units 
and lists of specifications vary for each aircraft. Unavailable information has been omitted. 
1.3 Multi-Port DC-DC Power Converters 
Of the general topologies for electrified propulsion, series-hybrid and turboelectric 
show the most promise for future wide-body airplane designs. While a series-hybrid 
approach is assumed for this work, both system architectures will require a compact and 
efficient power converter to distribute and manage the power between sources and loads. 
Recall that in a series-hybrid propulsion system, a generator and battery pack are 
used to supply power to the propulsion motor. To interface the fuel-powered generator, 
battery storage, and the load, it is necessary to develop a power converter solution capable 
of exhibiting high efficiency, high power density, high reliability, and flexible energy 
control. Generally, there is a tradeoff between power density, reliability, and control 
flexibility. The inclusion of a transformer can increase reliability through galvanic isolation 
but may lower the power density in the process. Using power diode based multi-pulse 
Table 1.1:  Aircraft electrifications 





Boeing 787 MEA N/A N/A 1.45 MW 540 VDC 
Ampaire Electric EEL Parallel-Hybrid 321 km 204 kg 160 kW  
Airbus Rolls-Royce E-Fan X Series-Hybrid   2 MW 3 kV DC 
magniX eCaravan All-Electric 160 km  250 kW 500-800 VDC 
Joby Aviation eVTOL (All-
Electric) 
241 km 4 PAX 6x130 kW  
BETA Alia-250c eVTOL 402 km 5 PAX   
EHang AAV eVTOL 35 km 220 kg   
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rectifiers rather than active switching devices can increase power density and lower the 
complexity of the control design but comes at a cost of control flexibility since diodes are 
uncontrolled devices and there is no control of the rectified DC bus voltage. The goal in 
selecting a converter is to find a balance between these parameters that is suitable for use 
in an aviation power system.  
Current solutions to this problem in the literature consist of either separate power 
converters at each propulsion motor or the use of a high-voltage DC link to directly connect 
the energy sources to the load [50, 51]. By implementing a three port DC-DC converter, 
the need for separate power converters at each source or load is eliminated, resulting in 
fewer power conversion stages. Therefore, a multi-port DC-DC converter can achieve 
higher power density, lower losses, and lower cost than a comparable solution with 
multiple converters.  Multi-port converters are typically derived from the switching cells 
of common two-port converters such as buck, boost, half-bridge, etc. The following 
sections will discuss four classifications of multi-port DC-DC converters – unidirectional, 
bidirectional, non-isolated, and galvanically isolated – and give examples of the advantages 
and disadvantages of each with respect to their application in hybrid-electric propulsion 
systems.  
1.3.1 Unidirectional Multi-Port Converters 
In a unidirectional multi-port power converter, there are one or more ports where 
the energy can only flow in one direction. This can be inherent to the topology, such as the 
single-ended primary-inductor converter (SEPIC)-based three-port converter proposed in 
[52] or can be achieved by using power diodes for rectification rather than active switching 
devices. The output port of a triple active bridge converter, for example, could be made 
unidirectional through the use of a diode rectifier. Note that this also tends to change the 
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control strategy of the converter since diodes are uncontrolled devices [53]. In general, 
unidirectional converters use fewer active switching devices, allowing for simple control 
and higher power density. That said, for a hybrid-electric propulsion system a bidirectional 
converter topology is required to maximize efficiency and flexibility. It can be useful in 
some scenarios, for example, to recharge the battery storage using power generated by 
other systems of the aircraft. For this reason, the converter topology must have bidirectional 
capability. 
1.3.2   Bidirectional Multi-Port Converters 
In a bidirectional multi-port converter, energy can be transferred in either direction 
at each port depending on the operating conditions. This allows for flexible energy 
management to charge and discharge energy storage in the system using the same 
converter. Bidirectional converters are often used in battery storage systems where 
regenerative battery charging is desired. As shown in Figure 1.8, many unidirectional 
converters can be converted to bidirectional by replacing diodes with active switches such 




















Control of bidirectional multi-port converters is typically more complex than their 
unidirectional counterparts since there are more active switches. However, the main 
benefits yielding from bi-directional converters include the flexible control of the power 
flow and voltage levels. 
 
1.3.3 Non-Isolated Multi-Port Converters 
In non-isolated converters, all ports share a common ground and integrate the 
sources through a common DC bus without magnetic coupling [54]. In general, non-
isolated multi-port converters provide excellent power density in terms of converter 
topology due to the absence of a bulky power transformer, but the auxiliary components 
required to achieve soft switching increase the device count considerably [55]. The 
switching electromagnetic interference (EMI) noise also tends to be higher in non-isolated 
converters, which may trip the microcontrollers and raise concerns about reliability [52]. 
Additionally, the inherent fault tolerance of non-isolated converters is low due to the 
common ground and has the potential to damage the rest of the system in the case of a fault. 
Therefore, while the power density, weight, and efficiency of non-isolated converters are 
favorable for aircraft propulsion, they are not suited for such a safety critical application. 
1.3.4   Isolated Multi-Port Converters 
In isolated converters, all sources and loads are galvanically isolated from one 
another using a power magnetic transformer, enhancing the reliability of the system when 
compared to non-isolated topologies. While the power density of such converters suffers 
from the inclusion of the transformer, the size of the transformer can be reduced by using 
a high switching frequency, which is feasible by leveraging the emerging SiC MOSFET 
devices. The transformer also allows for inherent soft switching operation in many isolated 
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DC-DC converter topologies due to the presence of the associated leakage inductance. Due 
to the soft switching operation, the dv/dt of the switching devices is significantly reduced, 
resulting in lower emissions of EMI. In hard switched, high-frequency switching of the 
semiconductor devices, EMI can cause several issues, and risks tripping the system 
microcontroller, saturating the filter inductors or capacitors due to pronounced leakage 
current. These issues can often be avoided with no extra cost in isolated converters.  
This work proposes a bidirectional three port DC-DC converter that would 
eliminate the need for separate power converters at each source or load. Fewer stages in 
power conversion will result in lower power losses and a higher power density. 
Additionally, the proposed converter offers the benefit of galvanic isolation and improved 
reliability through the use of a high-frequency phase-shifting transformer and the 
associated AC link [54]. The triple active bridge (TAB) converter was chosen to meet the 
power, efficiency, and power density requirements for the hybrid-electric propulsions 
system.  
1.3.5 Medium-Voltage Architecture 
In addition to reliability, efficiency, and power density, the voltage and current 
stresses in the converter are an important consideration. To reduce cable weight and 
mitigate ohmic losses, electrical systems in aircraft have been trending towards higher AC-
bus and DC-bus voltages. In conventional aircraft, typical voltage bus levels are a 3-phase 
fixed-frequency 115 V AC-bus, a 270 V DC-bus, and 28 V DC-bus [56]. In recent years, 
medium-voltage (MV) and high-voltage (HV) architectures have been introduced in the 
literature and in industry to achieve lower cable weight and higher power capacity [27]. 
Common MV architectures utilize 540 V DC-buses, or variable-frequency 230 V AC-
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buses. HV systems under consideration often range from 1 kV to 3 kV DC, such as the 
testbed examples mentioned in Section 1.2.6.  
This work is based on a series-hybrid system architecture that utilizes DC-bus 
voltages of 540 V, 800 V, and 1.2 kV – higher voltage levels than most electric propulsion 
architectures on the market. As a result, the switching devices in the specified power 
converter must be capable of tolerating these voltage levels. Compared to other topologies 
such as the triple-half-bridge, the TAB has lower current stresses on each switch. To 
minimize the weight and physical dimensions of the phase shifting transformer, 
commercially available SiC MOSFETs are used for higher switching frequency, yielding 
higher overall efficiency and power density. For this reason, the TAB was chosen for its 
power capacity and low switching stresses. 
1.4 Review of Dual Active Bridge Converter 
Since the TAB is a variation of the dual active bridge (DAB) converter, it is helpful 
to first review the fundamental principles of the DAB.  
1.4.1 Circuit Description and Operating Principle 
The DAB converter is an isolated, bidirectional two-port DC-DC converter 
characterized by two H-bridges and a transformer, with power transferred through the 
leakage inductance of the transformer. The typical topology of a DAB is shown in Figure 
1.9 (a). Each H-bridge creates a square wave 𝑣𝑥 on the windings of the transformer, with 
amplitude equal to the DC bus voltage 𝑉𝑥. The power flow is controlled by the relative 
phase shift between the voltages enacted on the transformer windings. Figure 1.9 (b) shows 
the equivalent circuit of a DAB, represented as two square wave voltage sources connected 
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(b) 
Figure 1.9: (a) Dual Active Bridge converter and (b) equivalent circuit [57]. 
 
transfer of the DAB converter is given by Equation 1, where 𝜑 represents the phase shift 
between ports, 𝑉1 is the DC voltage of Port 1, 𝑉2 is the DC voltage of Port 2, 𝑓𝑠 is the 
switching frequency of the converter, 𝐿 is the leakage inductance of the transformer, 𝑁1 is 
the number of turns in the primary winding, and 𝑁2 is the number of turns in the secondary 
winding: 






Note that the phase shift 𝜑 is the angle in degrees divided by 180. The direction of power 
flow can be reversed by simply reversing the phase shift between the two windings.  
The switching sequence of the MOSFETs in each H-bridge is as follows: 𝑆11 and 
𝑆14 turn on simultaneously, inducing a positive voltage 𝑉1 on the primary transformer 
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winding. At the same time, 𝑆12 and 𝑆13 switch as the complement of 𝑆11 and 𝑆14, turning 
off. After a half cycle, assuming a duty cycle of 0.5, 𝑆11 and 𝑆14 turn off and 𝑆12 and 𝑆13 
turn on, applying a negative voltage -𝑉1 to the transformer. The switches in the output H-
bridge switch in the same pattern, offset by phase shift 𝜑.  
While the voltage on the transformer can be thought of as a square wave applied by 
the switching of the converter, the current in the DAB is governed by the charging and 
discharging of the leakage inductance. Figure 1.10 gives an illustration of how the voltage 
and current waveforms in the converter vary over time. From 𝑡0 to 𝑡1, the current rises 
sharply from a negative value to a positive value as the positive voltage charges the 
inductor. When a positive voltage is applied to the secondary winding at 𝑡1, the rise in 
inductor current continues, albeit slower than the first interval. At 𝑡2, the primary-side H-
bridge changes polarity, and a negative voltage is applied to the primary winding. As a  









result, the current in the leakage inductance sharply decreases and negative current flow is 
observed. At 𝑡3, the voltage on the secondary winding changes polarity and the decline in 
inductor current slows. The slope during each interval is proportional to the relative phase 
angle between each bridge.  
The control strategy in Fig. 1.10 is called single phase shift (SPS) control, where 
the flow of power is dependent on a phase shift enacted between the ports of the converter. 
One inherent property of SPS control is reactive power in the circuit. When SPS control is 
used, the inductor current is reversed for a portion that transmits power backwards. This 
region is shaded in orange in Figure 1.11. Consequently, the forward current (shaded in 
gray) must increase to maintain positive power transmission [58]. The shaded areas in the 
figure are referred to as circulating current, or reactive current. This circulating current can 
result in lower system efficiency and large current stresses on the switches of the converter. 











when using SPS control, especially when voltage gain is away from unity or when variable-
voltage input sources are used. Several alternative control strategies offer improved 
performance at a cost of control complexity. Dual phase shift (DPS) control introduces an 
additional phase shift between the diagonal switches (e.g., 𝑆11 and 𝑆14). The resulting 
voltage applied to the transformer is the quasi-square wave shown in Figure 1.12. This 
significantly mitigates the reactive power and has been shown to improve dynamic 
performance and system efficiency in [59]. A similar quasi-square wave results from the 
use of PWM plus phase shift control, which is analyzed in [60] to extend the soft switching 
range for converters with widely varying input voltages. For simplicity of analysis, the 
remainder of this section will focus on a DAB converter with SPS control. 
1.4.2 Control and Design Considerations 
The primary component in the design of the DAB is the energy transfer element, 
namely, the leakage inductance of the transformer. By rearranging (1), we can calculate 
the leakage inductance required to achieve maximum power. For maximum power transfer 
𝑃𝑚𝑎𝑥, the phase shift 𝜑 is assumed to be 0.5, which corresponds to a value of 90 degrees: 






The second consideration in the design of the DAB converter is the zero voltage 
switching (ZVS) turn-on soft switching capability. Since the ZVS range is limited, careful 
analysis must be performed to optimize performance and minimize losses in the system. 
To begin analyzing the ZVS range, ideal power devices are assumed, and the magnetizing 
inductance of the transformer is neglected. To achieve ZVS under these assumptions, the 









At lower levels of output power, the positive charging interval of the leakage inductance 
does not have sufficient time for 𝑖𝐿 to change from positive to negative. As a result, 𝑖2 < 0 
at time 𝑡1 and soft switching is lost in the switches of the secondary port.  
When considering the non-ideal conditions for ZVS operation, the parasitic 
capacitance of the switches must be considered in the analysis to avoid an over-estimation 
of the turn-off losses. The parasitic capacitance of each switch will be notated with the 


















of capacitance in the analysis leads to greatly reduced, or even eliminated turn-off losses 
in the system. Without a parallel capacitor on each switching device, high turn-off losses 
can be observed that lead to lower efficiency and reliability and introduce EMI concerns. 
Without a capacitor, the voltage across the switching device will reach 𝑉1 shortly after turn-
off with a high dv/dt. The introduction of the parallel capacitor reduces this dv/dt by 
conducting current during turn-off. When 𝑆11 and 𝑆14 turn off, the current in the leakage 
inductance L discharges 𝐶12 and 𝐶13, and charges 𝐶11 and 𝐶14. This charging and 
discharging continues until their voltages reach that of the opposite rails, i.e. +𝑉1 in 𝐶11 
and 𝐶14, and 0 V in 𝐶12 and 𝐶13. If the current is still positive at this point, the parallel 
diodes 𝐷12 and 𝐷13 turn on and clamp the voltage across each capacitor. The ZVS condition 





2 = 2 𝐶𝑉1𝑉2 (4) 
Equation (4) states that the energy stored in the inductance must be equal to the energy 
delivered to charge and discharge the device output capacitances. If the parasitic 
capacitance 𝐶 of the switch is not sufficient, an external snubber capacitor can be placed 
in parallel to optimize the turn-off losses. In addition to capacitor sizing, the dead time 
between turn-on cycles must be sufficient to allow the capacitors to fully charge and 
discharge. 
1.5 Applications of DAB and TAB Converters 
Before describing the TAB converter in full detail, it is helpful to acknowledge the 
current applications of DAB and TAB converters in the literature. Since the TAB is a multi-
port continuation of the DAB, their applications have historically been similar. DAB and 
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TAB topologies are often utilized in medium-voltage (MV) and high-voltage (HV) systems 
to transfer power between sources. Because of their bidirectional capabilities, the DAB and 
TAB are popular topologies for the integration of batteries, supercapacitors, and other 
energy storage systems.  
The DAB has been used in several vehicle charging and grid applications. In [62], 
the authors propose a DAB converter to regulate the power between a solar photovoltaic 
system and a battery energy storage system. In [63], a DAB is used to interface a battery 
to the DC-bus of a hybrid fuel cell vehicle. [57] provides a reference design for a DAB 
converter in electric vehicle charging applications, using the bidirectional capability to 
advance vehicle-to-grid infrastructure. 
DAB converters have also seen use in aerospace applications. In [64] and [65], the 
DAB is utilized in the distribution system of a more electric aircraft, transferring power 
between the 270 VDC and 28 VDC busses of the system. In [66], a thermal analysis is 
performed on a DAB used in a hybrid-electric aircraft propulsion system. 
Similarly, the TAB converter has been used extensively in grid and hybrid vehicle 
systems – oftentimes to reduce the total number of conversion steps in the system. In [67], 
a TAB converter is used in a fuel cell hybrid vehicle to interface a supercapacitor and fuel 
cell to the load through a single converter. In [68], a TAB converter is proposed to interface 
a photovoltaic system with a battery energy storage system and a load. In one application, 
a TAB is utilized for a shipboard micro-grid system [69]. 
Once again in line with the DAB converter, the TAB has been utilized to distribute 
power in MEA systems, often to interface the ±270 VDC and 28 VDC busses to a battery 
bus [70]. Additionally, the review presented in [55] contends that the TAB is an ideal three-
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port power converter for aviation power distribution systems. While the TAB converter 
has been proven in power distribution systems, work to demonstrate its potential in aircraft 
propulsion is limited in the literature.  
1.6 Objectives 
The objective of this work is to develop an efficient, modular, multi-port power 
converter with high power density that will meet the demands of voltage and current 
stresses typical of a hybrid-electric aircraft propulsion system. A series-hybrid propulsion 
system will be studied using a TAB converter to interface the generator DC-link, the battery 
energy storage system, and the DC-link of the electric propulsion motors. The TAB 
converter will be designed using commercially available SiC switching devices and a 
simulation model will be developed to analyze the electrical and thermal performance of 
the converter under steady-state conditions. 
1.7 Thesis Outline 
The thesis is organized as follows. In Chapter 1, background is given to the research 
motivation with descriptions of the impact of aviation on climate change, the current state-
of-the-art in passenger aircraft electrification, and background on multi-port converters and 
their role in power systems with multiple sources.  
In Chapter 2, the TAB converter is explained in detail including a description of 
the circuit topology, operating principle, control design, and motivation to use SiC 
switching devices. In addition, the modes of operation for the TAB converter are given for 
a typical hybrid-electric flight profile.  
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In Chapter 3, the concept of soft switching in TAB converters is introduced and 
discussed. 
In Chapter 4, the modeling and simulation of the TAB converter are developed, 
including the modeling of the SiC devices, Lithium-Ion battery, and transformer. The 
simulation results are presented to demonstrate the efficiency and thermal performance of 
the TAB. 
In Chapter 5, the work is concluded and future work on the hybrid-electric 


















CHAPTER 2. TRIPLE ACTIVE BRIDGE CONVERTER 
2.1 Circuit Description 
The full hybrid-electric aircraft propulsion system under study is given in Figure 
2.1. A series-hybrid architecture is assumed, utilizing an onboard generator and battery 
storage system to deliver power to the propulsion motor load. The TAB converter is used 
to interface the power sources to the motor load with high power density and high 
efficiency while offering bidirectional power transfer [71]. The DC ports of the converter 
consist of a 540 V bus from the rectified generator output (i.e., Port 1), an 800 V bus from 
the battery storage (Port 2), and a 1.2 kV output to the propulsion motor drive (Port 3).  
2.1.1 Circuit Topology 
The dual active bridge converter was developed as a solution to bi-directional DC-
DC power transfer. Its soft switching capability make it an efficient and cost-effective 
solution for renewable energy and microgrid applications, electric vehicle charging, etc. 
With the decreasing cost of energy storage solutions, many grid-tied and electrified vehicle 
systems have moved towards designs that utilize a combination of sources, using batteries 
or capacitors to supplement power from a primary source. To interface multiple sources to 
a load, multi-port conversion is more compact and efficient than several two-port 
conversion stages. As a result, the TAB is developed as a compact solution to transfer 
power across multiple DC buses.  
One key benefit of the TAB is the modularity and scalability of the converter. While 
the proposed converter utilizes H-bridge switching cells at each port, several different 
switching cells can be used depending on the demands of the application. For lower power 
























































Figure 2.1: Series-hybrid aircraft architecture under consideration interfaced through a SiC 
TAB converter. 
 
still offering the galvanic isolation and soft switching benefits of the TAB converter. 
Similarly, for ports that require higher voltage levels, neutral-point clamped (NPC) 
multilevel switching blocks or series-connected switching modules can be used to maintain 
rated operation of the switching devices.   
Since the TAB is a three-port variant of the dual active bridge, many behavioral 
characteristics of the topology carry over, with an extra winding and H-bridge to 
accommodate the third port. The TAB converter interfaces the three H-bridge ports through 
a high-speed three-winding transformer. By using a high switching frequency, the size of 
the transformer can be reduced to maintain a high power density. Additionally, the use of 
Litz wire and a nanocrystalline core ensure highly efficient operation of the magnetic 
components of the converter.  
2.1.2 Operating Principle 
To analyze the TAB, a fully labeled diagram is given in Figure 2.2 (a). Much like 
the DAB, each H-bridge in the TAB converter generates a square wave voltage 𝑣𝑥 on their 
respective windings. The power flow at each port is governed by the relative phase shifts 
in the converter, and energy is transferred through the leakage inductances of the 
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transformer. Unlike the DAB, the use of a three-winding transformer introduces tightly 
coupled power equations that complicate the control strategy. The equivalent circuit shown 
in Figure 2.2 (b) is the delta equivalent circuit of the TAB converter and is used to simplify 
analysis. The equivalent circuit inductance values 𝐿12, 𝐿13, and 𝐿23 can be calculated from 













There is one equation for each path of power flow shown in Figure 2.2 (b). The 
power in the converter can be described by the following, assuming SPS control and a duty 






















 𝑃1 = 𝑃12 + 𝑃13     (10) 
 𝑃2 = −𝑃12 − 𝑃23             (11) 
    𝑃3 = −𝑃13 + 𝑃23 (12) 
Power 𝑃𝑖𝑗 and phase shift 𝜑𝑖𝑗 denote the power flow between ports i and j and the phase 
shift between transformer windings i and j, respectively.  The phase shift variables 𝜑𝑖𝑗 act 
as control variables for the converter power and are related by the following: 





























































Figure 2.2: (a) Triple Active Bridge converter and (b) delta equivalent circuit of a TAB. 
 
Control of the converter becomes problematic, however, since the power through 
each individual port (𝑃1, 𝑃2, 𝑃3) relies on two phase shift parameters. As such, changing 
the power in one branch of the converter will influence the other branches. To mitigate the 
tightly coupled power equations, [70] proposes a decoupling method in which one of the 
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power transmission paths is effectively eliminated from the equivalent circuit. If, for 
example, 𝐿12 ≫ 𝐿13, 𝐿23, the power equations become: 














 𝑃3 = 𝑃1 + 𝑃2 (16) 
As a result, the coupling between the port power and phase shift angle is weakened. To 
decouple the power in practice, the leakage inductances of the transformer must meet the 
following condition:  
 𝐿3 ≪ 𝐿1, 𝐿2 (17) 
By manipulating (14) and (15), the required values of the main transfer elements 




,        𝑖 = 1, 2 (18) 
where Vi is the input DC voltage of port i; 𝑃𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑖 is the maximum rated power entering or 
leaving the port; 0.5, equivalent to 90 degrees, is the phase shift value where the converter 
reaches maximum power transfer; and fs is the switching frequency in Hz. 𝐿3 is set to a 
value much less than 𝐿1 and 𝐿2 as described in [70]. From (18), note that a larger inductance 
would require a larger phase shift to deliver the same power. A large phase shift results in 
a higher circulating current, which motivates the use of a small leakage inductance in the 
design [73]. 
Like the dual active bridge, several modulation strategies are proposed to reduce 
circulating current, switching stresses, and losses in the converter. Reactive power is 
present in the TAB under traditional SPS control and can lead to less efficient operation, 
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especially in applications with large mismatches in source voltage. Once again, several 
methods have been proposed to mitigate reactive power and achieve gains in efficiency. In 
[72], a method is proposed that introduces additional passive components. The proposed 
blocking capacitor creates an infinite impedance between the source ports, creating an 
open-circuit path to block circulating current from flowing. Others propose novel control 
methods. In [60], a duty-cycle control similar to DPS is implemented to reduce reactive 
power and improve efficiency. In [74], a control method is proposed to intermittently 
operate the TAB as a DAB, turning off the gates of the power-transmitting bridges for a 
portion of the switching cycle. As a result, the circulating current is suppressed, and the 
author claims an overall efficiency increase of 2.5 percent. Compared to the DAB, there is 
an extra port and therefore an extra degree of control in the TAB converter, which leads to 
greater overall complexity in implementation. In this work, a SPS modulation strategy is 
used to simplify analysis while achieving high efficiency in the TAB converter.  
An illustration of the voltage and current waveforms in the TAB using SPS control 
is given in Figure 2.3. With three unique leakage inductances, the flow of current in the 
TAB becomes more complex than its two-port counterpart. The appearance of the current 
waveforms in the converter will vary depending on the phase shifts in the converter. In 
Figure 2.3, the phase shift 𝜑13 is greater than 𝜑12. From 𝑡0 to 𝑡1, the current through 𝐿1 
increases as a positive voltage is applied to winding 1. Meanwhile, the current through 𝐿3 
begins increasing at a quicker rate. From 𝑡1 to 𝑡2, the current in inductor 𝐿2 rises, switching 
polarity. The current through inductor 𝐿3 also switches polarity, rising more quickly than 












Figure 2.3: Current and voltage behavior in a TAB using SPS control when 𝜑13 > 𝜑12. 
 
this interval, currents 𝑖𝐿1 and 𝑖𝐿3 decrease slightly while maintaining a positive polarity. 𝑖𝐿2 
continues to rise at a slower pace than the previous interval. From 𝑡3 to 𝑡4, 𝑣1 switches to 
a negative polarity and 𝑖𝐿1 sharply decreases. 𝑖𝐿2 continues to rise at the same rate and 𝑖𝐿3 
begins decreasing more sharply. From 𝑡4 to 𝑡5, 𝑣2 switches polarity and 𝑖𝐿2 sharply 
decreases, going from positive to negative. 𝑖𝐿1 and 𝑖𝐿3 continue decreasing until reaching 
their peak negative values.   
It can be shown that peak voltage across each switch x in a given port is equal to 
the DC-bus voltage of that port: 
 𝑉𝑖𝑛 = 𝑉𝑆1𝑥,𝑆2𝑥    (18) 
 𝑉𝑜𝑢𝑡 = 𝑉𝑆3𝑥    (19) 
Equations (18) and (19), along with simulated current values, were used to choose the 
commercial SiC switching devices for the converter. 
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2.1.3 SiC Switching Devices 
In the proposed converter, SiC MOSFETs are utilized to achieve lower losses and 
greater power density when compared to traditional silicon (Si) switching devices. Because 
of the lower on-state resistance 𝑅𝑑𝑠(𝑂𝑁), lower switching energies and faster switching 
speed of SiC devices, they can achieve lower conduction and switching losses. 
Additionally, SiC MOSFETs have nearly three times the thermal conductivity of 
comparable Si MOSFETs, meaning heat is easier to remove from the devices [75]. 
Combined with the lower thermal losses, the use of SiC enables more compact thermal 
management solutions, greatly improving the power density of the system. Another benefit 
over silicon switching devices is the capability to operate at higher switching frequencies 
– silicon devices cannot operate at the same energy levels at high switching frequency [76]. 
Higher switching frequencies allow for more compact sizing of magnetic components such 
as the three-winding transformer in the TAB. As a result, the size of the converter can be 
reduced significantly compared to a converter using Si devices. Finally, the higher 
breakdown voltage of SiC allows for higher voltage systems, which can significantly 
decrease cable weight throughout the aircraft. The material advantages of SiC over Si 
devices for high temperature, high voltage, and high frequency applications are 
summarized in Fig. 2.4. 
In addition to the enhanced thermal performance and power density, SiC MOSFETs 
may provide enhanced reliability in high-altitude aviation applications. Cosmic radiation 
has been shown to cause spontaneous failures in semiconductor power devices. These 
spontaneous events are called Single Event Burnouts (SEB). The probability of SEB 









































Figure 2.4: Performance comparison between Si and SiC switching devices [77]. 
 
semiconductor device [78]. The altitudes typical of passenger aircraft have significantly 
higher amounts of cosmic radiation than at sea level. It is estimated that exposure to cosmic 
radiation doubles for every 4,500 feet of increasing altitude [79]. Commercial aircraft 
commonly cruise around 36,000 feet. Thus, the switching devices used in high-altitude 
applications like passenger aircraft must be highly reliable and resilient to the effects of 
cosmic radiation. A common technique to manage SEB in Si devices is to de-rate the 
switching devices by lowering the voltage or using multiple devices in series. However, 
the decrease in power density is undesirable for aviation applications.  
SiC devices have been shown to consistently have lower rates of SEB failure than 
comparable Si devices [80-83]. In [81], a comparative study is performed to analyze the 
difference in robustness between Si and SiC switching devices when subjected to cosmic 
radiation. The authors conclude that the SiC devices are more robust and may allow for 
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less de-rating than Si-based designs.  As a result, SiC devices are more well-equipped for 
reliable and compact high-altitude operation. 
Another consideration in the converter design is the degradation of dielectric 
insulation at high altitudes. In high-voltage designs, air acts as a dielectric insulator. At 
high altitudes, air pressure is lower, reducing the effectiveness of air’s insulating effect. 
Paschen’s law relates the breakdown voltage in a gas to the ambient pressure and the 
distance between two electrodes – the resulting relationship can be seen in Figure 2.5. Air 
pressure at sea level is equal to 14.7 psi. At a typical cruising level of 36,000 feet, it is 


















































and physical spacing between high-voltage lines must be increased to prevent arcing and 
ensure safe operation. The resulting converter will typically be larger than a comparable 
converter for terrestrial applications, with more conservative voltage ratings to avoid the 
risk of failure. 
2.2 Operation Modes in Hybrid-Electric Flight 
To simplify analysis of the TAB converter for the proposed application, three modes 
of operation are defined that correspond with a typical flight profile of a hybrid-electric 
aircraft. The following sections will describe the flight profile and define the direction of 
power flow and total power required in the converter for takeoff, cruising, and landing. 
2.2.1 Aircraft Mission Profile 
In defining the modes of operation in the converter we must first examine a typical mission 
profile for a hybrid-electric aircraft. Figure 2.6 describes the considered flight profile [85]. 
Peak power is drawn during takeoff, utilizing the rated 300 kW of the converter. While 
cruising, the aircraft requires about 33% of the rated power – in this case, 100 kW. Finally, 
during the descent phase, about 17% of the rated power is required to perform landing 
operations. During landing and ground maneuvering, it is possible to regain a small fraction 
of the expended power through regenerative operation, utilizing the bidirectional capability 
of the converter. 
2.2.2 Takeoff – Mode 1 
Defined as Mode 1, the takeoff phase requires the full power operation of the 
propulsion drive. In this mode, both the generator and battery will power the load. In the 

















Figure 2.6: Aircraft mission profile under study [85]. 
 
this 300 kW, 100 kW is supplied by the onboard generator, while 200 kW is supplied by 
the battery storage to supplement the remaining power. The SiC switches in each port are 
controlled by two proportional-integral (PI) controllers to determine the required phase 
shifts and resulting gate signals, and power is transferred from the generator and batteries 
to the load by phase-shifting the gate signals of Ports 2 and 3 relative to Port 1.  
2.2.3 Cruising and Descent – Mode 2 
During the aircraft cruising mode, only the generator provides 33% of the rated 
motor power to the propulsion fan load. In this mode, the TAB converter supplies 100 kW 
to the propulsion motor. In descent, the operation of the converter is identical, but the 
required power is half that of the power while cruising. In descent, 50 kW is transferred 
from the generator to the propulsion motor. The Port 2 H-bridge switches are turned off in 
Mode 2 to prevent power flow to or from the batteries, and the TAB acts as a DAB 
converter. During this mode, a single PI controller is used to determine the phase shift 𝜑13 
required for the demanded power.  
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2.2.4 Regenerative Charging – Mode 3 
It is generally accepted that unlike electric ground-vehicles, electric and hybrid-
electric aircraft can only regenerate a very small fraction of the total power expended. 
During the descent phase, it is estimated that the regenerative or windmilling operation of 
unused propulsion motors can be harnessed to regain roughly 5% of the aircraft’s potential 
energy [86, 87]. Additionally, developments in the literature suggest that regenerative 
braking during runway taxiing can be utilized to regain expended energy [88]. Therefore, 
to minimize charging cost and wait time, the power available at Port 3 can be transferred 
through the converter to charge the battery. In this mode, a 90-degree phase shift is enacted 
between Ports 2 and 3 such that any available power is transferred completely to the battery 
pack. The power in this mode depends on several internal and external physical factors that 
affect the back electromotive force (EMF) of the propulsion or landing gear motors, 
including the back-EMF voltage constant of said motors. 
2.3 Closed-Loop Control 
 In a triple active bridge converter, closed-loop control is often necessary to regulate 
the power to and from each power port, especially in dynamic applications where the 
demand is constantly changing. At a minimum, the control system must be capable of 
regulating the power to and from each port of the TAB converter. The following sections 
will discuss the state of the art in the TAB control, the control system of the proposed 




2.3.1 PI Control and Coupled Power Equations 
In the TAB, a unique problem is presented in the coupled power equations of the 
system. From (7) – (12) it can be seen that by changing one phase shift in the converter, 
the power through each port is affected. Several novel methods to decouple the power 
equations have been proposed in the literature. In addition to the inductor sizing method 
discussed, there are multiple advanced control strategies to decouple the control loops.  
The most common in the literature is the decoupling matrix method utilized in [89, 
90]. A diagram for the decoupling matrix control is shown in Figure 2.7. In [89, 90], Ports 
2 and 3 are both configured as outputs, with only Port 1 acting as a source. As a result, 
currents 𝐼2 and 𝐼3 are used as reference variables for the control system and the phase shifts 
𝜑12 and 𝜑13 are adjusted accordingly. To implement decoupling matrix control, the 
transfer function of the system must be found first. This is the system matrix G, which 







































of G, is designed to diagonalize system matrix G. In doing so, the interference of 𝜑12 on 
the 𝜑13-𝐼3 control loop and the interference of 𝜑13 on the 𝜑12-𝐼2  control loop are 
eliminated [90]: 
 {
𝑿 = 𝑮𝑯 = 𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑔[𝑥1, 𝑥2]
𝑯 = 𝑮−1
 (20) 
While the decoupling matrix shows quick response time and stable operation, one 
drawback of the decoupling matrix is its limited operating range. To maintain linearity, the 
implementation depends on a lookup table with pre-defined operating points. If the 
requested operating point is too far from the pre-determined points in the lookup table, the 
control system sees a degradation in performance.  
 In [91], a novel feed-forward control method is proposed with decoupling 
capability at a wider operating range, and simpler implementation than the decoupling 
matrix method. Rather than pre-calculating the operating points of the converter, the feed-
forward method mitigates the coupling interference across the operating range by using a 
combination of closed and open loops in the control. A diagram of the feed-forward control 
is shown in Figure 2.8. First, one closed loop of the TAB control system is converted to an 
open loop, using the Subsystem block to calculate the value of 𝜑13 for a given reference 
𝐼3
∗. The output of the feed-forward block is then added to the output of the PI controller, 
compensating for the interference of the 𝜑13-𝐼3 open loop on the closed 𝜑12-𝐼2 loop. While 
the feed-forward method offers satisfactory performance at a wide range of inputs, the 
design and implementation of the control blocks quickly becomes cumbersome and prone 
to mathematical error. 
The decoupling method discussed in Section 2.1.2, which relies on the design of 























Figure 2.8: Block diagram of the novel feed-forward control method proposed in [91]. 
 
power in the ports of the converter. The control block diagram for the hardware decoupling 
method is shown in Figure 2.9. With the control loops decoupled through inductor sizing, 
the power at each port can be regulated with two PI controllers. Unlike the matrix 
decoupling, this approach is capable at wide operating ranges without pre-determined 
operating points. Each PI controller can be manually tuned for the performance needs of 
the application and specific TAB parameters. 
2.3.2 Phase-Shift PWM 
In active bridge converters, the main transfer element of the circuit is the leakage 
inductance of the transformer windings. As discussed in Section 1.4.1, the equivalent 
circuit of a DAB converter is analogous to the flow of power in an AC transmission line, 














Figure 2.9: Block diagram of the control system utilized in combination with the hardware 
decoupling method proposed in [70]. 
 
approach to control the power in the converter is to introduce a phase shift between the 
voltages applied to the windings of the transformer. A block diagram of the phase-shift 
PWM is given in Figure 2.10. Note that although 𝜑13 is output from the PI control system, 
𝜑12 is used to indirectly change 𝜑13 since they are directly related. This does not adversely 
affect the power in the system since 𝜑12 is no longer an influence on the equations of the 
circuit. Shifting the signals of Port 2 relative to Port 1 eliminates the need to implement a 
control system where Port 3’s gate signals must be shifted relative to both Ports 1 and 2, 
keeping the control loops independent of one another.  
The phase shifts generated by the PI controllers are input to the phase shifting 
blocks. The reference square wave signal is then shifted by the phase amount specified by 
the control system. The output of each phase shift block is sent to the gates of switches 1 
and 4 of each H-bridge, then negated to generate the gate signals for 𝑆𝑥2 and 𝑆𝑥3. Note that 



















Figure 2.10: Generation of phase-shift PWM gate signals in the proposed converter. 
 
the turn on of 𝑆𝑥2 and 𝑆𝑥3 to prevent DC-bus shoot-through and a subsequent short-circuit 












CHAPTER 3. SOFT SWITCHING IN TRIPLE ACTIVE BRIDGE CONVERTERS 
3.1 Concept of Soft Switching 
In the switching devices of a power converter, the losses can be classified into two 
categories: switching losses and conduction losses. Conduction losses occur during device 
conduction and are proportional to both the duty cycle and the on-resistance of the 
MOSFET, 𝑅𝑑𝑠. Switching losses, on the other hand, occur during the transition from ON 
to OFF and vice versa. Switching losses are dependent on the switching frequency of the 
converter and switching energies of the devices – higher switching frequencies translate to 
higher losses during hard switching.  
As switching frequencies increase in modern converters due to the advent of wide 
bandgap semiconductors – primarily to reduce the size of magnetic components and 
increase power density – the associated switching losses must be reduced. One approach 
to reduce switching losses is the use of soft switching. In a switching device such as a 
MOSFET, the turn-off and turn-on transitions are not instantaneous. As such, the voltage 
and current through the switching device overlap during the transition period, as shown in 
Figure 3.1. The shaded portion of this overlap represents the switching loss dissipated 
during the transition. 
In contrast, a soft switching converter avoids this overlap by switching only when 
either voltage or current are zero. During turn-on, the converter can operate in zero voltage 
switching (ZVS), where the switch is turned on while zero voltage is applied. Similarly, 
zero current switching (ZCS) can be utilized during turn-off to switch off while zero current 
is flowing through the switch. The voltage and current in a MOSFET during ZVS and ZCS 





Id – MOSFET Current
Vds – MOSFET Voltage
Time  
Figure 3.1: Hard switched turn-off operation of a MOSFET exhibiting voltage overshoot, 
high-frequency ringing, and considerable switching losses. 
 
dependent on the converter, with some capable of achieving soft switching in a variety of 
ways. Using the full-bridge converter as an example, a designer can utilize coupled 
inductors to achieve soft switching [55]. Others in the literature have proposed auxiliary 
circuits for the full-bridge converter, utilizing extra passive components or switches to 
achieve ZVS [92, 93]. An example is shown in Figure 3.3. Since the DAB and TAB 
converters can achieve soft switching at no extra cost by using the leakage inductance of 
the transformer, the proposed converter utilizes this approach to maximize power density. 
3.2 Advantages of Soft Switching 
Soft switching operation in PWM converters provides numerous benefits to the 
performance and reliability of the system. Some of these advantages include improved 
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                   (a)                                                                       (b) 
Figure 3.2: Soft switched operation of a MOSFET in (a) ZCS and (b) ZVS, exhibiting 
reduced overshoot, losses, and oscillation. 
 
improved power density; a reduction in EMI, which can have adverse effects on low-
voltage system components, such as microcontrollers; and improved current and voltage 
stresses in the switching devices of the converter, which leads to improved lifetime 
reliability.  
Oftentimes, efficiency improvements are the primary goal of soft switching 
operation. At the component-level, several references in the literature use double pulse 
testing to measure the difference in efficiency between a soft switched and hard switched 
SiC module. In [94], an analytical model of a SiC MOSFET is developed to predict its 
behavior under hard switching and soft switching conditions. The results show that soft 
switching reduced the losses by 97% compared to hard switching conditions. In [95], a 
prototype SiC MOSFET module produced by SanRex is tested in hard and soft switching 
operation to compare the switching losses. The authors found that the soft switching 
operation had 1.2 times lower switching losses at full load, and 4.5 times lower switching 
losses at the minimum tested load. To compare hard and soft switching in terms of 



















Figure 3.3: Example of auxiliary components added to achieve soft switching in a full-
bridge converter [55]. 
 
[96] utilizes a boost converter that can be operated in soft switching using auxiliary 
switches and components. The results demonstrate the efficiency improvements of soft 
switching, elevating peak efficiency by roughly 8%. Similar converter efficiency results 
were found in [97], where the authors test a non-inverting buck-boost converter under hard 
and soft switching. A peak efficiency improvement of roughly 8% was found here as well 
under soft switching operation.  
In addition to efficiency improvements, soft switching operation of a converter 
results in lower dv/dt and di/dt in the switching devices. Generally, higher dv/dt and di/dt 
will correspond to higher levels of ringing in the switching device. This high-frequency 
ringing, particularly between 150 kHz and 30 MHz, tends to cause conducted EMI. In 
radiated EMI (30 MHz to 1 GHz), components or wires in the circuit effectively become 
transmission antennas, radiating high-frequency electromagnetic waves to other 
components of the system. In conducted EMI, high-frequency signal components are 
transmitted through parasitic capacitance in the system. As a result, sensitive components 
in the system can be damaged or tripped, such as microcontrollers and low-voltage 
auxiliary systems. In an application such as hybrid-electric propulsion, safety and 
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reliability are paramount, and the EMI must be mitigated to acceptable levels to ensure 
passenger safety. Since there are no existing standards for hybrid-electric aircraft, the DO-
160 standard is considered to be the closest EMI standard for the application [98]. 
In [99], two soft switching full-bridge converters are compared to a conventional, 
hard switched full-bridge converter. The study finds the peak conducted EMI of the soft 
switched converters to be several dBµV lower at frequencies below 15 MHz. In [100], 
buck, boost, and flyback converter topologies were considered to compare the EMI 
between hard and soft switched PWM converters. The resulting data shows less ringing 
during the switching transition, and significantly lower conducted and radiated EMI in soft 
switching operation. In the boost converter, soft switching operation brought the conducted 
EMI down to background noise levels. In the flyback converter, radiated EMI was reduced 
by as much as 20 dBµV. These results are consistent in the literature – in [101], di/dt and 
dv/dt are both reduced considerably through the implementation of ZVS in a flyback 
converter. ZCS has the same effect on the resultant EMI. In [102], a switched-capacitor 
bidirectional converter delivers consistently lower measurements of conducted and 
radiated EMI.  
Finally, the current and voltage stresses in a converter are reduced by soft switching 
operation. In soft switching, the current and voltage overshoot during turn-off or turn-on 
are significantly reduced. In the converters presented in [100, 101], the measured voltage 
on the main switch has considerable overshoot when operated in hard switching mode – 
nearly triple the nominal switch voltage in each case. However, when operated in soft 
switching mode, the overshoot is either reduced or eliminated entirely. This correlates to 
safe operation and longer lifetimes for the switching devices of the converter. With these 
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factors in mind, a converter that can be operated in soft switching mode is desirable for the 
proposed application in a hybrid-electric propulsion system.  
3.3 Soft Switching in Triple Active Bridge Converters 
In order to improve efficiency, power density, and reliability, the triple active 
bridge converter can be operated in soft switching mode. As with the DAB, soft switching 
in the TAB converter is inherent to the operation of the converter and does not require 
auxiliary components, although the operating range is limited.  
The mechanism for ZVS soft switching in the TAB converter is as follows. For a 
given port x, in the dead-time before the transformer winding voltage switches from 
negative to positive polarity, the inductor energy circulates current, discharging capacitors 
𝐶𝑥1 and 𝐶𝑥4 and charging capacitors 𝐶𝑥2 and 𝐶𝑥3. These are the parasitic capacitances of 
the switching devices and follow the same naming convention. After charging and 
discharging, current continues to flow through the diodes 𝐷𝑥1 and 𝐷𝑥4, clamping the 
voltage across 𝑆𝑥1 and 𝑆𝑥4 to zero. While current is still flowing through 𝐷𝑥1 and 𝐷𝑥4, 𝑆𝑥1 
and 𝑆𝑥4 turn on, resulting in zero turn-on losses. If the current through the respective 
inductor is of the wrong polarity, the diode will not conduct, and soft switching will not be 
achieved upon turn-on. An illustration of the ZVS process is shown in Figure 3.4, using 
Port 3 of the triple active bridge converter as an example. Note that Figure 3.4 is adapted 
from data exported from PLECS simulation software, and as such the switching waveforms 
are ideal and do not exhibit real-world non-linear properties. 
Ultimately, the condition for soft switching in a given port of the TAB is dependent 
on the direction of the inductor current relative to the respective port. If a port is configured 
on the primary side of the transformer, the inductor current must be negative at the time 
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that 𝑆𝑥1 and 𝑆𝑥4 turn on. If a port is configured on the secondary side, the respective 
inductor current must be positive at the time that 𝑆𝑥1 and 𝑆𝑥4 turn on.  
In the proposed TAB converter, Ports 1 and 2 are connected to the primary windings 
of the transformer, while the secondary winding is connected to Port 3. Ignoring the output 
capacitance of the switching devices, ZVS is guaranteed to be achieved in the switching 
devices of Port 1 if the current through leakage inductor 𝐿1 is negative at the switching 
instant 𝑡0, when 𝑆11 and 𝑆14 are activated. Similarly, ZVS is achieved in Port 2 if the current 
through 𝐿2 is negative when switches 𝑆21 and 𝑆24 are turned on at switching instant 𝑡1. 
Finally, ZVS is achieved in Port 3 if the current through 𝐿3 is positive at 𝑡2 when switches 
𝑆31 and 𝑆34 are activated. The ideal conditions for ZVS are summarized by the following 
[68]: 
 {
𝑃𝑜𝑟𝑡 1: 𝑖𝐿1(𝑡𝑜) < 0
𝑃𝑜𝑟𝑡 2: 𝑖𝐿2(𝑡1) < 0


























































Figure 3.4: ZVS turn-on switching transition (a) before transition of 𝑆31, 𝑆34 from off to 
on, (b) capacitor charging and discharging during dead-time before turn-on, (c) diode 
conduction during dead-time, (d) normal conduction after turn-on. 
 
In addition to reducing the turn-on losses through ZVS soft switching, the turn-off 
losses of the TAB converter can be mitigated by the parallel switch capacitance. The 
parallel capacitor of each switch begins charging at turn-off, decreasing the dv/dt of the 
switch upon turn-off. This slower change in voltage across the switch results in less overlap 
with the decaying current waveform, and therefore lower switching losses. An illustration 
of this effect is shown in Figure 3.5. Like Figure 3.4, Figure 3.5 is adapted from PLECS 
and does not exhibit non-ideal switching behavior. A larger capacitance will lead to a lower 
dv/dt – in some cases, the parasitic capacitance of the switching device may be sufficient 
to reduce the turn-off losses to an acceptable level. In other cases, a parallel snubber 








Figure 3.5: Effect of parallel device capacitance on the turn-off behavior of the MOSFET. 
 
the inductor is sufficient to charge and discharge the snubber capacitances. In this work, 













CHAPTER 4. MODELING AND SIMULATION 
In Chapter 4, the modeling of the TAB is discussed from the device level to the 
modeling of the full converter. The concepts of switching losses, conduction losses, and 
thermal impedance networks are reviewed to understand how device models are 
implemented in the PLECS simulation. The techniques to model the switching devices and 
Lithium-Ion battery are expanded upon and the design requirements of the transformer are 
described. The modeling of the TAB is described in detail and simulation results are given 
to verify the efficiency and thermal performance of the converter. 
4.1 SiC Device Modeling 
To quantify the power losses and efficiency of the TAB converter, the losses in the 
switching devices of the converter must be modeled as they are the main contributor to the 
overall power losses. Power losses in a switching device can generally be split into two 
categories: conduction losses and switching losses. Conduction losses are based on the 
characteristic output curve of the switching device. While the device conducts current, 
power is dissipated through the on-resistance and conduction power loss 𝑃𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑 can be 
calculated according to [103], where 𝐸𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑 is the conduction energy losses in J, 𝑖𝑑(𝑡) is 
device current at time t, 𝑅𝑑𝑠(𝑂𝑁) is the on-resistance of the device, and 𝑡𝑜𝑛 is the turn-on 
time of the device: 
 𝑃𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑 = 𝐸𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑 ∙ 𝑓𝑠 (21) 




    (22) 
In addition to conduction losses, switching losses also contribute to the power 
dissipated in a switching device. As discussed in Chapter 3, the switching losses in a device 
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are determined by the overlap of the voltage 𝑉𝑑𝑠 and current 𝐼𝑑 during the turn-on and turn-
off transitions in the device. Since these losses only occur at these transitions, they are also 
dependent on switching frequency of the converter. Switching losses in a MOSFET can be 
determined according to (23) – (25), where 𝐸𝑜𝑛 is the turn-on switching energy loss, 𝐸𝑜𝑓𝑓 
is the turn-off energy loss, and 𝑃𝑠𝑤 is the total switching power loss [103]. In the 
integration, 𝑡𝑑(𝑜𝑛) is the turn-on delay time of the MOSFET, 𝑡𝑟 is the rise time, and 𝑡𝑓 is 
the fall time.  




 𝐸𝑜𝑓𝑓 = ∫ 𝑣𝑑𝑠(𝑡) ∙ 𝑖𝑑(𝑡)𝑑𝑡
𝑡𝑑(𝑜𝑓𝑓)+𝑡𝑓
0
   (24) 
 𝑃𝑠𝑤 = (𝐸𝑜𝑛 + 𝐸𝑜𝑓𝑓) ∙ 𝑓𝑠       (25) 
In addition to power losses in the converter, information on the thermal 
performance of the converter is critical. High temperatures in a power converter correspond 
to heavier thermal management, requiring larger heatsinks or active cooling solutions. 
Weight must be minimized in a hybrid-electric aircraft system, so the temperature of the 
converter must be manageable without bulky thermal management solutions.  
To estimate the temperatures in the converter, a thermal model must be built to 
represent the thermal impedance of the switching devices. The thermal impedance of a 
device represents its thermal behavior when presented with transient pulses of power. 
Based on a measured thermal impedance curve, an equivalent model can be built that 
reflects the characteristics of the device. From the equivalent model, the junction 
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Figure 4.1: An nth order Foster thermal model. 
 
The thermal impedance network of a device can be modeled in PLECS as either a 
Cauer or Foster RC thermal model. The Foster model is derived by fitting a curve to the 
thermal impedance, resulting in the RC model shown in Figure 4.1. The Foster model has 
no physical basis but can be tuned to fit the thermal impedance curve of the device and is 
trivial to analyze. 
Meanwhile, the Cauer model is based on the physical heat-transfer characteristics 
of the device and can be used to model the individual layers in a switching device and their 
thermal properties, e.g., the silicon junction, back of the silicon chip, package leads, etc. A 
Cauer thermal model with n elements is illustrated in Figure 4.2. 
In PLECS, a thermal description can be added for power devices such as MOSFETs 
and diodes. For each device in the simulation, there is a description for turn-on and turn-
off losses, conduction losses, and thermal impedance. Table 4.1 summarizes the 
commercial switching devices used in the simulation. Each device was modeled in the 
simulation using a manufacturer-specified thermal description, available from Wolfspeed. 
PLECS takes a different approach to component modeling and loss calculation than 
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Figure 4.2: An nth order Cauer thermal model. 
 
lookup table is used to calculate the switching losses rather than computing the small time-
steps required for waveform analysis. Additionally, switching devices in PLECS are 
electrically modeled as ideal switches and device parasitics are not considered. The 
resulting switching voltages are ideal square-wave pulses. From the lookup tables, power 
losses can be calculated using on-state current, pre- and post-switching current and voltage, 
and junction temperature. If the input parameters are between two points on the lookup 
table or outside the data offered by the lookup table, linear interpolation is used to obtain 
the resulting energy losses. Figure 4.3 gives a plotted example of a lookup table used to 
calculate the turn-off losses in a MOSFET. For several junction temperatures, each 
combination of the blocking voltage 𝑣𝑏𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑘 and the on-state current 𝑖𝑜𝑛 yields switching 





Manufacturer Part Number 
Port 1 1.2 kV 425 A Cree/Wolfspeed CAB425M12XM3 
Port 2 1.2 kV 765 A Cree/Wolfspeed CAB760M12HM3 











Figure 4.3: A 3D turn-off energy chart used to calculate the turn-off energy losses in a 
MOSFET in PLECS simulation software. 
 
energy losses 𝐸𝑜𝑓𝑓 and 𝐸𝑜𝑛 in mJ. This is processed by an impulse averaging block in 
PLECS to calculate 𝑃𝑠𝑤 in Watts. The switching losses presented in this chapter are 
obtained by averaging over 10 switching cycles. 
Conduction losses of the switching devices in PLECS software are calculated 
according to device current and the on-state voltage by using the forward voltage and on-
resistance of the device. Figure 4.4 gives an example of a conduction loss curve for a 
MOSFET in PLECS.  
 In addition to the power losses of the device, PLECS allows for thermal modeling 
to monitor the junction temperature of switching devices in the simulation. Each switching 
module is represented using the Cauer thermal model. From the device, the thermal energy 


















thermal resistor, a heat flow meter for measurement, and thermal ground (ambient 
temperature). The heatsink component in PLECS absorbs the thermal losses dissipated by 
the enclosed components. At the same time, the boundaries of the heatsink create an 
isolated thermal environment that propagates its temperature to the components within. 
This allows PLECS to update the component losses based on the temperature observed by 
the heatsink. Only one MOSFET is monitored in each H-bridge port due to the symmetry 
of the circuit. The specifications of the thermal network are as follows: 
• Heatsink-to-ambient thermal capacitance 𝐶𝑡ℎ𝑠𝑎 = 1 𝑚𝐽/𝐾 
• Heatsink-to-ambient thermal resistance 𝑅𝑡ℎ𝑠𝑎 = 1 𝑚𝐾/𝑊 
• Initial temperature 𝑇0 = 50 ℃ 
• Ambient temperature 𝑇𝑎𝑚𝑏 = 50 ℃ 
4.2 Lithium-Ion Battery Modeling 
The battery model in the simulated TAB converter is used to accurately model the 
dynamic behavior and electrical characteristics of a Lithium-Ion battery pack during 
charging and discharging and allow for the verification of regenerative charging in the 
converter. The battery model utilized is based on a battery component found in the PLECS 
Demo Model “Power Split Hybrid Vehicle System”. The battery component in the model 
is based on the resistor-only dynamic battery model proposed in [104] for the purpose of 
EV state of charge (SOC) modeling.  
The battery model makes several assumptions. First, it is assumed that the internal 
resistance is constant during the charge and discharge cycles and does not vary as a function 
of current. Second, the parameters are derived from the discharge characteristics of the 
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battery and assumed to be the same for charging. Third, the Peukert effect is not taken into 
account, and the battery capacity does not change with the amplitude of the current. Finally, 
temperature does not affect the behavior of the battery model.  
The parameters used in the model are based on typical Lithium-Ion batteries and 
are given in Table 4.2. 
4.3 Transformer Loss Modeling 
While transformer losses are not modeled in the PLECS simulation, this section is 
used to discuss the design of the high-frequency transformer and the process to calculate 
the associated core and winding losses. Core and winding losses (𝑃𝑓𝑒 and 𝑃𝑐𝑢, respectively) 
in a transformer can be calculated according to the following equations [105, 106]: 







Equation 26 is used to calculate the core loss, where 𝑃𝐿 is the core loss density, 𝐴𝑐 is cross- 
sectional area of the core, and 𝑙𝑚 is the mean magnetic path length of the core. Meanwhile, 
Table 4.2: Parameters of Lithium-Ion battery model. 
Battery Parameters Value 
Cell internal resistance 1 mΩ 
Rated cell capacity 2.4 Ah 
Nominal cell capacity 2.1 Ah 
Nominal cell voltage 2.9 V 




Equation 27 is used to calculate copper winding losses, where 𝜌 is the effective resistivity 
of the wire, 𝑀𝐿𝑇 is the mean length per turn in cm, 𝐼𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 is the total RMS winding current, 
𝑊𝐴 is the window area of the transformer, and 𝐾𝑢 is the winding fill factor.  
Since many of these parameters rely on the physical description of the transformer, 
a full transformer design must be developed and prototyped to determine the core and 
winding losses. While no such model is developed in this work, the required area product 
of a transformer assuming a toroid core is calculated as follows.  
 The area product of the transformer WaAc is the product of the window area (𝑊𝐴) 
and core area (𝐴𝑐) and is evaluated according to Equation 28, where 𝑃𝑜 is output power, 
𝐷𝑐𝑚𝑎 is current density (circular mils/A), and 𝐾𝑡 is the topology constant. The maximum 
flux density 𝐵𝑚𝑎𝑥 of typical nanocrystalline materials is roughly 1.2 T, or 12,000 Gauss 
[107, 108]. According to [109], topology constant 𝐾𝑡 is 0.0014 for full-bridge topologies, 






300 𝑘𝑊 ∙ 750 𝑐𝑖𝑟.  𝑚𝑖𝑙/𝐴
0.0014 ∙12000 𝐺 ∙20 𝑘𝐻𝑧
= 669.64 𝑐𝑚4 (28) 
The resulting requirement for the area product of the transformer is 669.64 cm4, which can 
be used to specify a nanocrystalline core for future prototypes and development. 
4.4 Modeling Output Capacitance 
As discussed in Section 3.3, the output capacitance of the switching devices must 
be modeled to accurately represent the switching losses in the converter. In addition to 
misrepresented switching losses, omitting the parallel capacitance in the model can lead to 
different ZVS conditions for the converter. According to [61], the conditions for ZVS with 
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a parallel capacitance are no longer solely dependent on the polarity of the current, 
especially for larger capacitance values. The author states with a parallel capacitance on 
each device, the energy stored in the inductor at the time of switching must completely 
charge and discharge the capacitors in the respective port.  
In PLECS simulation software, power semiconductors are modeled as ideal 
switches. As such, a model integrating the effects of capacitance and other parasitic 
parameters in the SiC MOSFET is not available. Figure 4.6 shows the parasitic 
capacitances of a MOSFET device, where 𝐶𝑟𝑠𝑠 is the reverse transfer capacitance of the 
device, 𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑠 is the output capacitance, 𝐶𝑖𝑠𝑠 is the input capacitance, 𝐶𝑔𝑠 is the gate-to-source 
capacitance, 𝐶𝑔𝑑 is the gate-to-drain capacitance, and 𝐶𝑑𝑠 is the drain-to-source 
capacitance. To model the device capacitance in PLECS, a static capacitance is placed in 
parallel with the switching device, with its capacitance estimated based on the capacitance 
curves of the corresponding device datasheet and the expected blocking voltage during 
normal operation. While the capacitance values would vary with blocking voltage in a 
physical device, this method allows for an estimation of the effect of the device capacitance 
on the turn-off losses of the converter. The value of the parallel capacitance in the model 
is calculated according to (29). Since 𝐶𝑟𝑠𝑠 is orders of magnitude lower than 𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑠, the value 
of 𝐶𝑑𝑠 is practically equal to the output capacitance 𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑠. 
 𝐶𝑑𝑠 = 𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑠 − 𝐶𝑟𝑠𝑠 (29) 
The problem with this implementation can be seen when soft switching operation is lost in 
the converter. If the capacitor is not fully discharged before the transition from OFF to ON, 
the remaining charge is shorted through the switching device and a large current spike is 









Coss = Cds + Cgd
Ciss = Cgd + Cgs
Crss = Cgd
 
Figure 4.6: Parasitic capacitance Coss of a MOSFET device.  
 
lookup tables produces unrealistically high losses during turn-on. This behavior is not 
accurate to real-world operating conditions. In a real MOSFET, the energy losses due to 
the output capacitance are a fixed value in hard switched operation, and only become a 
significant contributor at very light loads [110, 111]. To circumvent this modeling error, 
Port 3 data under 50% load in Section 4.5.2, where ZVS is lost, is substituted with data 
from the ideal model. This presents a more accurate estimate of the turn-on losses and 
avoids the computational errors present in the model with a parallel capacitor. 
4.5 Simulation Results 
In this section, the results of the PLECS model are presented and analyzed – first 
with MOSFET parasitic capacitance omitted from the simulation, then modeled as a static 
capacitor in parallel with each switch. Three primary operating modes are simulated as 
defined in Section 2.2. The simulations are performed at an ambient temperature of 50 °C 
to emulate worst-case thermal conditions. Note that the efficiency results presented in the 
following sections are only representative of the semiconductor device losses of the TAB, 
and do not include the transformer losses, filter losses, or losses of other power electronics 
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in the full series-hybrid system. Consequently, the efficiency presented is not 
representative of a full system analysis. Considering the other power electronics in the 
hybrid-electric drivetrain, full system efficiency is estimated in Section 4.5.3. 
The converter is simulated on a 4.8 Ω resistive load to ensure an output voltage of 
1.2 kV at full power. In Mode 3, the converter is configured to use a 300 V DC source to 
represent a voltage induced on Port 3 by the regenerative methods discussed earlier. The 
bidirectional nature of the converter is utilized to direct power from Port 3 to Port 2 and 
charge the battery of the aircraft. The operating parameters of the TAB are given in Table 
4.3. 
While each operating mode in the converter is representative of a typical load percentage 
(e.g., the converter is operated in Mode 2 during cruising, which typically requires 33% of 
the full-load power), it is useful to plot the load curves for each mode to observe 
performance at lower load conditions. For the following load curves, 100% load refers to 
the full load at the specified operating mode. That is, 300 kW at Mode 1 and 100 kW at 
Mode 2. Mode 3 is designed to transfer any available power to the batteries. Therefore, the 
load percentage refers to the percentage of the supply voltage on Port 3 out of 300 V. 
Table 4.3: Operating parameters of the proposed TAB converter. 
Parameter Value Parameter Value 
Generator rated power 100 kW Generator DC-link voltage 540 V 
Battery rated power 200 kW Battery voltage 800 V 
Motor rated power 300 kW Inverter DC-link voltage 1200 V 
Inductances L1, L2, L3 13 µH, 13.5 µH, 0.1 µH Switching frequency 20 kHz 




4.5.1 Ideal Model 
In the ideal model, parasitic capacitance of the MOSFET is not modeled and 
therefore there is no effect of the parasitic capacitance on the model. As discussed in 
Section 3.3, this results in an overestimation of the turn-off losses since the rise in voltage 
on the switch is instantaneous. Figure 4.7 shows the ideal PLECS model used to simulate 
Modes 1 (takeoff) and 2 (cruising and descent).  
In Mode 1, the simulation is set to emulate the power draw during aircraft takeoff, 
which uses the full rated capability of the propulsion system. At 100% load, Port 1 supplies 
100 kW of power. Port 2 supplements the generator power by supplying 200 kW from the 
batteries, and the total output power to Port 3 is 300 kW. This is the highest rated power of 
the converter. Figure 4.8 illustrates the phase shift enacted between the transformer 
windings to achieve the rated power. Meanwhile, Figure 4.9 shows the efficiency curves 
for each H-bridge port in Mode 1 operation. The ratio of power delivered by Ports 1 and 2   
 





remains the same throughout the efficiency curve. That is, Port 1 delivers 1/3 of the output 
power and Port 2 delivers 2/3 of the output power for each load percentage. Under 50% 
load, ZVS operation is lost in Port 3 and the efficiency decreases. 
In Mode 2, the switching devices in Port 2 are turned off and the TAB operates as 
a DAB, transferring power only from Port 1 to Port 3. This simulates the cruising and 
descent modes of the hybrid-electric aircraft, which typically requires a maximum of 30% 
of the rated power and uses only the onboard generator to provide power. In this mode of 
operation, 100% load refers to the 100 kW rated power of the generator being transferred 
to the propulsion motor load. In Figure 4.10, the transformer voltages and currents can be 
seen for 100% load during Mode 2. Figure 4.11 illustrates the converter efficiency during 
cruising operation.  
In Mode 3, the converter operates in regenerative charging mode. Unlike electric 
ground-vehicles, regenerative charging of aircraft systems is used infrequently and only in 
special cases, such as braking during runway taxiing. To demonstrate the regenerative 
capability of the converter, a 300 V source is applied at the DC-link of Port 3 for 100% 
load. The PLECS schematic used to simulate Mode 3 is almost identical to that shown in 
Fig. 4.7, with the load resistor in Port 3 replaced with a DC voltage source to represent the 
voltage available at the port for regenerative charging. For each load percentage, the 








Figure 4.8: Transformer winding voltages and currents at 100% load during Mode 1 
(takeoff). 
 






















Figure 4.10: Transformer winding voltages and currents at 100% load, Mode 2. 
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Figure 4.12 shows the winding voltage and current on the transformer during Mode 
3. Note that in Mode 3 a 90-degree phase shift is present between Ports 1 and 3 to maximize 
power transfer. Figure 4.13 illustrates the efficiency curve for the regenerative charging 
mode, based on the available voltage on the DC-bus. 
In addition to individual port efficiency, the overall efficiency curves for the TAB 
converter in each mode can be seen in Figure 4.14. In the ideal model, the peak efficiency 
of the converter is 99.36%, reached at 60% of full load during Mode 1. The lowest 
efficiency observed is 45.98% efficiency for very low-power charging operation (Mode 3). 
The lowest efficiency during propulsion operation (Modes 1 and 2) is 88.39% at 10% load 
in Mode 2. In each mode, the conduction and switching losses increase at lower load 
percentages. This is because the transformer currents increase as the voltage ratio strays 
further from unity, placing higher switching stress and conduction current through the 
MOSFETs. In Modes 1 and 2, the converter exits the ZVS range below 50% load and 
switching losses increase. In Mode 3, the converter loses soft switching below 40% of full 
load. 
A more realistic approach to observing the propulsion efficiency – i.e., the 
efficiency during propulsion Modes 1 and 2 – of the converter is shown in Fig. 4.15. In 
Fig. 4.15, the converter is employed as it would be in a typical flight profile – from 0 kW 
to 100 kW, the converter operates in Mode 2, with only the generator supplying power to 
the load. From 100 kW to 300 kW, the battery supplements the power from the generator 
and the converter operates in Mode 1. The dip in efficiency observed between Mode 2 and 
Mode 1 follows the efficiency curves of Mode 2. At 100% load, the current through the 
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active switching devices nears the rated maximum, causing the overall efficiency of the 
converter to decrease.  
In Fig. 4.16, the breakdown of switching and conduction losses in the converter is 
presented for each operating mode at full load. In the ideal model, the switching loss is 
more dominant than the conduction losses in Mode 1, and still quite prevalent in Modes 2 
and 3. Since the converter operates in ZVS soft switching at 100% load, these switching 
loss are all attributable to turn-off losses in the system and can be eliminated by the 
inclusion of a parallel capacitor in the model. 
Finally, Fig. 4.17 demonstrates acceptable thermal performance of the converter at 
the expected load conditions, even at worst-case ambient temperature conditions. The 
highest observed temperature takes place in Mode 2, stabilizing at 88 °C in Port 1 – a 38 
°C temperature rise from the 50 °C ambient temperature of the simulation. It should be 








Figure 4.12: Transformer winding voltages and currents at 100% load, Mode 3. 
 
 





















Figure 4.14: Overall efficiency of the ideal TAB converter in each operating mode. 
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Figure 4.16: Breakdown of semiconductor module losses in the ideal model. 
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4.5.2 Non-Ideal Model 
The non-ideal model, shown in Fig. 4.18, attempts to model the parasitic output 
capacitance of the switching devices in the converter. The expected results with the 
inclusion of the capacitance are lower turn-off losses and overall higher efficiency. 
However, as discussed previously, the turn-on losses in the non-ideal model become 
unrealistically high when ZVS is lost since the output capacitance is modeled as a static 
parallel capacitor. To ensure more accurate results for the load curves, losses from the ideal 
model are substituted for the corresponding data points where ZVS is lost. For example, if 
ZVS is lost in Port 3 during Mode 1 at 40% load, the Port 3 losses from the ideal model at 
the same conditions will be used instead of the value from the non-ideal model. Since the 
ideal and non-ideal model have the same ZVS boundary, this gives the most accurate view 
of the non-ideal load curve given the constraints of the model. 
The PLECS model utilized in this section is given in Fig. 4.18, using the same 
method as the ideal model to simulate regenerative charging in Mode 3. The parallel 
capacitance of each MOSFET is estimated via the 𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑠 and 𝐶𝑟𝑠𝑠 curves in the respective 
datasheet. The static value of capacitance for each MOSFET is given in Table 4.4.  
 
 
Table 4.4: MOSFET parasitic capacitance present in the non-ideal PLECS model. 
Port MOSFET Part No. Parasitic Capacitance 
Port 1 CAB425M12XM3 1.135 nF 
Port 2 CAB760M12HM3 2.81 nF 




Figure 4.18: Non-ideal PLECS model used to simulate the propulsion modes of the TAB 
converter. 
 
The methods used to simulate the operating modes of the converter remain the same 
for the non-ideal model. The port efficiency curves for Modes 1, 2 and 3 are shown in 
Figures 4.19, 4.20 and 4.21, respectively. Note that each port exhibits higher efficiency in 
the non-ideal model and for a wider range of load percentages. The drop in efficiency under 
50% load appears greater for the non-ideal model since, unlike the ideal model, the turn-







Figure 4.19: Various TAB port efficiency curves for the non-ideal model, Mode 1. 
 
 







































Figure 4.21: TAB port efficiency curves for the non-ideal model, Mode 3. 
 
The increased efficiency of the converter is illustrated further by the overall 
efficiency curves and propulsion efficiency curve given in Figures 4.22 and 4.23. These 
figures show that the converter achieves over 99% overall efficiency across much of the 
practical load range. In the non-ideal model, the peak efficiency of the converter is 99.58%, 
reached at 70% of full load during Mode 1. The lowest efficiency observed is 45.98% 
efficiency for very low-power charging operation (Mode 3). The lowest efficiency during 
propulsion operation (Modes 1 and 2) is 88.39% at 10% load in Mode 2. 
Finally, Figures 4.24 and 4.25 show the loss breakdown of the semiconductor 
modules and the steady-state junction temperatures at 100% load. Compared to the ideal 
model, lower junction temperatures are observed and the share of switching losses at 100% 



























Figure 4.22: Overall efficiency of the non-ideal TAB converter in each operating mode. 
 
the parallel capacitance and should be considered a more accurate result than that shown 




















Figure 4.23: Propulsion efficiency of the non-ideal TAB converter from 20 kW to 300 kW. 
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Figure 4.25: SiC module junction temperatures for each mode in the ideal model. 
 
4.5.3 System Efficiency 
In Sections 4.5.1 and 4.5.2, only the semiconductor losses of the TAB converter are 
considered in determining the efficiency curves. This section aims to incorporate the power 
electronics of the full hybrid-electric system by including a rough estimation of the 
transformer efficiency, as well as simulation results from the Port 1 input rectifier and Port 
3 power inverter, which drives a high-speed motor. Only the propulsion modes of the 
converter, Modes 1 and 2, are considered in this section as Mode 3 represents an 
intermittent mode that is only used in edge cases like runway taxiing. Additionally, the 
power transfer in Mode 3 is very low compared to Modes 1 and 2 and does not present a 
significant risk to system feasibility in an aircraft application. The system efficiency curves 
for Modes 1 and 2 are presented in Fig. 4.26, using the non-ideal efficiency data to 





































Figure 4.26: Efficiency curves of the series-hybrid power conversion system. 
Compared to the semiconductor-only TAB efficiency results, the power electronics 
of the full system have a peak efficiency that is 0.24% lower at 99.34%. Based on these 
results, it should be noted that the semiconductor devices of the TAB contribute the 
majority of the losses in the full system and are therefore more representative of system 
losses than any other power electronics subsystem. Other considerations for a full system 
analysis would include the losses of the onboard generator, internal losses of the battery 
storage system, and losses associated with the propulsion motor of the aircraft, all of which 
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CHAPTER 5. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 
5.1 Conclusions 
In this thesis, a triple active bridge 3-port DC-DC converter is developed to 
interface and manage electric power between the generator, battery, and the propulsion 
motor load in a hybrid-electric aircraft. Takeoff, cruising, and regenerative operation 
modes are examined according to the power requirements of a typical hybrid-electric flight 
profile. Commercial SiC switching modules are chosen to reflect the cutting-edge 
performance available in today’s semiconductor market, and a battery model typical of 
modern Lithium-Ion batteries is used for the energy storage. 
Two models are developed in PLECS simulation software to investigate the 
efficiency of the converter at typical loads. In the ideal model, the switching losses of the 
converter are overestimated since the turn-off losses depend partially on the parasitic 
output capacitance of the switching devices. In the non-ideal model, a static parallel 
capacitor is added to the switching devices and higher efficiencies are observed, although 
ZVS is lost at light load conditions.  
The results of the simulation prove that the converter is a highly efficient and 
power-dense topology suitable for hybrid-electric aircraft power management. Considering 
device output capacitance in the simulation, the converter reaches a peak overall efficiency 
of 99.74%, and a peak efficiency of 99.59% at full load operation, if only semiconductor 
losses are considered. Soft switching is sustained across the operating range in all modes 
except Mode 1 (takeoff), where ZVS is lost below 50% load. Additionally, even at a worst-
case ambient temperature of 50 °C, the highest steady-state junction temperature recorded 
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in the non-ideal model is 72 °C, indicating safe thermal performance without the need for 
bulky thermal management.  
5.2 Future Work 
Future research on this topic could include further development in several different 
areas. First, a TAB converter hardware prototype can be developed, including a high-
frequency transformer prototype based on the requirements calculated in Section 4.3 using 
Litz wire for the windings and a nanocrystalline magnetic core.  
In Mode 1 of the converter, soft switching is lost under 50% load. To maximize 
efficiency across the entire load range, further research can focus on methods to achieve 
ZVS across the operating range of the TAB. This could include further development of the 
TAB control, hardware solutions discussed such as external parallel capacitors, or other 
emerging methods in the literature.  
In addition to making changes for ZVS improvements, further research can validate 
and improve the closed-loop control with respect to both steady-state and dynamic 
operating conditions. Potential dynamic conditions to study could include step load 
increases and sudden aircraft acceleration. While control of the converter was not a primary 
focus of this thesis, further research can validate the robustness and performance of the 
converter by implementing and testing more complex methods of control.  
One important area of research could be the extension of the 3-port TAB to a 4-port 
Quadruple Active Bridge (QAB) converter to allow for the inclusion of a supercapacitor 
or fuel cell port. Different energy storage options have different characteristics, and with 
two energy storage options they can be selected to complement one another. For example, 




































Figure 5.1: Energy and power density of various energy storage technologies [56]. 
 
than batteries, whereas a battery pack or fuel cell may be desirable for a continuous demand 
of energy. Fig. 5.1 depicts the energy density and power density of several energy storage 
technologies and illustrates why supercapacitors may be preferred alongside batteries or 
fuel cells to handle transient power demand.  
Finally, online health monitoring of the proposed converter will be a crucial topic 
of research, especially for operating in a high-altitude low-pressure flight environment 
where the dielectric insulation characteristic and cosmic radiation will be very different 
from that of ground-level applications. Any semiconductor device failures (i.e., open-
circuit fault or short-circuit faults) may cause cascaded system failures and even 
transportation accidents. Since the application of the converter is safety-critical, the 
converter must be thoroughly fault-tolerant and able to predict and diagnose any health 
degradation to avoid failure during use, such as semiconductor lifetime degradation or 
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